DESCRIPTION
A Table light created by the combination of two of the four possible spun aluminum shades. A, B, C, D. With the top shade containing a LED bulb and possibly the optional Glass Globe.

1. CAREFULLY REMOVE FIXTURE FROM BOX.
   - REMOVE TOP SHADE FROM BOX AND SET ASIDE
   - REMOVE OPTIONAL GLASS GLOBE IF ORDERED - SET ASIDE

2. REMOVE COLLAR AND CARDBOARD BOX SUPPORT
   - INSURE WRAPPED / KNOTTED ELECTRICAL CORD IS NOT ALTERED
   - NOTE INSET PHOTO OF CORRECT WRAPPING

3. PLACE TOP SHADE ONTOP OF BOTTOM NECK - MAINTAINING THE KNOTTED ELECTRICAL CORD
   - PLACE RUBBER O-RING FOLLOWED BY THE THREADED COLLAR
   - TIGHTEN THE COLLAR DOWN UNTIL TOP SHADE IS FIRMLY SECURED. FOLLOWED BY SUPPLIED BULB.

3B. WITH OPTIONAL GLASS GLOBE
   - PLACE THE GLASS GLOBE FITTER AROUND EXPOSED SOCKET
   - PLACE RUBBER O-RING FOLLOWED BY THE THREADED COLLAR
   - TIGHTEN THE COLLAR DOWN UNTIL TOP SHADE IS FIRMLY SECURED. FOLLOWED BY SUPPLIED BULB.

   - LOOSEN THE THREE SIDE SCREWS
   - PLACE GLASS GLOBE ONTOP OF FITTER
   - ONCE PLACED, EVENLY TIGHTEN 3 SCREWS TO SECURE GLASS GLOBE. (FIG 1)